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Rubble the puppy tries to be a superhero for a day, but finds he still needs a helping paw from the

rest of Nickelodeonâ€™s PAW Patrol. Boys and girls ages 4 to 6 will love this Step 1 Step into

Reading leveled reader featuring a shiny cover and two sheets of shiny stickers. Â  Step 1 Readers

feature big type and easy words. Rhymes and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children

decode the story. For children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading.
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It's not the author's fault, but the description says this is a book for beginning readers, and "Step 1 -

Step into Reading" implies, at least to me.. that this is meant for beginning readers. To read. I would

expect simple sentences with simple words like "The pup is hot." What this publisher means by

"Step into Reading" (which is explained inside the book, but not here in the listing) is that this book

is meant to be *read aloud* to the child to get them interested in books. I think that's just called a

book. My daughter was disappointed and annoyed. The story isn't nearly as interesting or fun as

any other book we have that I read to her, and the words are too complex for her to read herself.

She is in first grade and is well past level 1 in other leveled reader systems. We threw this away. I



just wanted to let other parents know, in case you were going to buy a book from this publisher

thinking it was a level one reader.

Book is very good and perfect for first time readers. But the stickers are crap! They keep ripping no

matter who takes them off the paper. My son has a ton of headless pups and half cars stuck to his

things now...

Ordered this book as a gift. Cover reads Rubble to the Rescue. Open up the book and title page

says Chase is on the Case. The book starts with Chase is on the Case for a few pages and mid

story changes to part way through Rubble to the Rescue.  says they'll refund after I ship the book

back to them. I will as this story makes no sense, wish I didn't have to bother returning it.

My son loves this book, its perfect for him as he is three years old and love the cartoon. He cannot

read as yet but he loves when I read it to him. He loves watching the pictures as they are so bright

and vibrant on the pages.

Cute book about a tv show our 3.5 year old son is obsessed with. Since this is a step into reading

step 1 book, it doesn't have a lot of wording since it is try to help young kids learn to read. This is a

great book for our preschooler to learn to read or learn to recognize words with. Any kid that loves

Paw Patrol would love this book.

I purchased this as a stocking stuffer for our son this past Christmas, as he is really getting into

learning how to read and what better way to learn than by reading books that feature your favorite

cartoon characters? These step into reading books are just amazing and I would recommend them

to anyone who has a child who is just starting out on their reading journey. Our son loved it and I

plan to purchase more in the future, as they have such a wide variety!

Very cute book!!!! My son loves paw patrol and was super excited to receive this book. He loves

book and the look n his face was priceless. It has very beautiful glittery stickers inside the book That

are very cute also. A must buy for any paw patrol lover.

My sons fav character has his own book!!! He was so thrilled when this came in the mail! I love it!

Easy for my 5 year old to read and sound out words, and so much fun for my 3 year old that adores



paw patrol!
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